
OCR Royal Race
OBSTACLE GUIDE AND RULES



General Rules and Conduct

 It is the responsibility of each racer to know and understand the rules for the event and for 
each specific obstacle.

 Each Open Athlete will be given one attempt at the obstacle

 Penalties will be carried out in the designated penalty area

 Elite Athletes making a second or greater attempt at an obstacle must give way to Elite 
Athletes making their first attempt

 Following, Elite Athletes will then alternate attempts unless and Athlete gives up their attempt

 Elite Athletes may not alter their bands or tamper with or add obstacle designations at any 
time

 Elite athletes must write their number in a visible area and have available a visible and 
accessible area for obstacle designation markings

 Hindering another Athlete will be cause for disqualification - DQ

 Un-Sportsman like conduct, physical or verbal will not be tolerated and be cause for 
elimination from the completion - DQ.



General Rules and Conduct

 Athletes will be timed based on their total time to complete the course (start time to 
finish time)

 Timing will be done by stopwatch or timing clock

 Winners are those who have the fastest total course time

 In the event of a tie, the athlete with the least number of penalties will be considered the winner

 The event coordinator and/or race director reserve all rights over the event and the 
ability to make adjustments at any time

 The volunteers have the final say on the course and at given obstacles

 Bells may only be rung by the Athletes hands and finish boxes may only be landed 
in by feet

 Audio devices are not allowed at any time

 Athletes must sign a liability waiver and understand to hold harmless the company 
(King’s Camps and Fitness) its employees, investors, partners and sponsors

 Rules may change and be updated from time to time



Elite Rules

 Elite athletes will be required to complete all obstacles in order to 
move on with the race.

 Bands will be provided to Elite Athletes to indicate their obstacle 
completion status

 The Athlete will have as many attempts to complete a given obstacle 
as needed or desired to move on.

 If an Athlete chooses to not continue attempting a given obstacle, they 
may surrender their band and continue with the race, being listed as 
FTC (failure to complete.)

 Athletes who FTC will not be eligible for prizes or podium positions.

 Some obstacles will have a 5 time attempt maximum

 Athletes failing to complete these designated obstacles will be given a 
penalty in the event all 5 sincere attempts have failed to prove 
successful to the athlete



Open Rules

 Athletes participating in the Open Race are not required to 

complete all obstacles in order to continue with the race.

 Open Athletes that fail to complete an obstacle must complete 15 

bodybuilders (considered a penalty) in order to proceeded with the 

race

 Failure to complete the designated penalty at any obstacle will flag the 

Athlete as DNF (Did Not Finish) and make them ineligible for prizes or a 

podium positon

 8-Count Body Builder

 See 8 Count Body Builder Steps Slide



Teen Rules

 Athletes participating in the Open Race are not required to 

complete all obstacles in order to continue with the race.

 Teen Athletes that fail to complete an obstacle must complete 10 

bodybuilders (considered a penalty) in order to proceeded with the 

race

 Teen Athletes will use the lighter objects (if present) for carries, flips, etc.

 Failure to complete the designated penalty at any obstacle will flag the 

Athlete as DNF (Did Not Finish) and make them ineligible for prizes or a 

podium positon

 8-Count Body Builder

 See 8 Count Body Builder Steps Slide



Royal Walls (4’ or 8’)

Obstacle Instructions

 Climb over the wall without using the support structure

 Women may use the lowest “kicker” plate

Failure of Obstacle

 Inability to make it over the wall

 Using the supports

 Men using the “kicker”



Royal Hurdles

Obstacle Instructions

 Proceeded over the hurdle without using the legs of the structure

 Athletes must proceeded over the hurdle and may not go around 

or under (unless marked as such)

Failure of Obstacle

 Inability to make it over the hurdle

 Using the supports

 Going around or under



Royal Inverse – Royal Ramp

Obstacle Instructions

 Climb over the wall without using the support structure not including 

the blue “kickers”

Failure of Obstacle

 Inability to make it over the wall

 Using the supports



Royal Traverse (aka Traverse Wall)

Obstacle Instructions

 Laterally move across the wall, using only the blue holds, and ring 

the bell. 

 Athletes are not allowed to touch the top of the wall or the ground 

at any time. 

Failure of Obstacle

 Using the top of the wall

 Touching the ground

 Failure to ring the bell

 Using supports other than the blue holds



Royal Library

Obstacle Instructions

 Laterally move across the wall, using only the green vertical holds for 
hands, blue holds for feet, and ring the bell. 

 Athletes are not allowed to touch the top of the wall or the ground at 
any time. 

 Athletes are not allowed to use the tops or the bottom of the holds –
only the sides

Failure of Obstacle

 Using the top of the wall

 Touching the ground

 Failure to ring the bell

 Using supports other than the green hold for hands and blue holds for 
feet



Royal Clinch

Obstacle Instructions

 Laterally move across the wall, using only the vertical holds without 
feet. 

 Athletes are not allowed to touch the ground at any time. 

 Athletes are not allowed to place the bottoms of their feet or knees 
against the wall for support

Failure of Obstacle

 Touching the ground

 Failure to ring the bell (or designated tap out box)

 Using supports other than the obstacles holds

 Placing feet or knees against on the wall



Royal Wedge (aka Olympus)

Obstacle Instructions

 Laterally move across the wall, using only holds (hole, chain, hold,) 
navigate around the obstacle and ring the bell.

 Athletes are not allowed to touch the top of the wall or the ground 
at any time. 

Failure of Obstacle

 Using the top of the wall

 Touching the ground

 Failure to ring the bell

 Using supports other than the designated holds

 Utilizing the inner build of the wall when traversing around the 
obstacle



Royal Rings

Obstacle Instructions

 Swing across the rings (using feet or hands as designated) without 

falling off or touching the ground and dismount in the designated 

box

Failure of Obstacle

 Falling off the obstacle

 Touching the ground

 Failure to land in the finish box

 Falling outside the finish box on landing



Royal Staircase

Obstacle Instructions

 Starting with the bottom treed with feet behind the line, climb the 

underside of the stairway, up and across to the other side, finishing 

with feet behind the line

Failure of Obstacle

 Falling off the obstacle

 Touching the ground outside of the starting and finish lines

 Using your feet on the obstacle, wall or supports

 Not completing the obstacle with feet in the finish box



Royal Wringer

Obstacle Instructions

 Starting with the first handle, make your way across the obstacle, by 

utilizing the handholds and ringing the bell at the end.

 When a transition is present (between two Wringer segments) you 
must bridge the transition without the use of any other objects.

Failure of Obstacle

 Falling off the obstacle

 Touching the ground outside of the starting and finish lines

 Using your feet on the obstacle, wall or supports

 Not ringing the bell

 Using the center shaft vs. the handles to navigate the obstacle



Royal Rig

Obstacle Instructions

 Swing across the rig (using feet or hands as designated), staying 

within your designated lane, without falling or touching the ground 

and ringing the bell

Failure of Obstacle

 Falling off the obstacle

 Touching the ground

 Failure to ring the bell

 Using the support structures or bracing

 Navigating outside of your lane



Royal Rope Climb

Obstacle Instructions

 Climb up the rope and ring the bell

Failure of Obstacle

 Touching the ground after making an initial attempt where your feet 
leave the ground

 Failure to ring the bell

 Using the support structures or bracing



Royal Pole Dance

Obstacle Instructions

 Climb up the pole and ring the bell

Failure of Obstacle

 Touching the ground after making an initial attempt where your feet 
leave the ground

 Failure to ring the bell

 Using the support structures or bracing



Royal Hammer

Obstacle Instructions

 Swing the hammer, reaching a height over the head, into the tire 30

times

Failure of Obstacle

 Dropping the hammer or allowing it to touch the ground after 

beginning the obstacle

 Not bringing the head of the hammer over the height of the head

 Not completing the designated number of strikes of the tire



Royal Hammer

Obstacle Instructions

 Lift the hammer, swinging it overhead and slamming the tire.

 Repeat for 30 total slams

Failure of Obstacle

 Head of hammer doesn’t rise above head

 Failure to make contact with the tire

 Not completing the necessary number of repetitions



Royal Wood (or Royal Forest)

Obstacle Instructions

 Move laterally across obstacle, starting on the green support and 
finishing at the green support opposite your start

Failure of Obstacle

 Touching the ground

 Using the top of the wall or vertical supports

 Failure to secure the end green support

 Two hands and two feet must be on the support

 Using elements not on the wall itself

Additional Notes

 If noted, the use of the wood foot supports may be considered off limits 
for this obstacle

 For Elite Athletes this obstacle has a penalty option



Royal Single Track

Obstacle Instructions

 Climb up and over the obstacle

Failure of Obstacle

 Touching the ground after starting the obstacle

 Failure to remain on your track

 Using the support structures or bracing



Royal HangMan

Obstacle Instructions

 Utilizing the obstacles rungs, move forward across the obstacle to 

the end and ring the bell

Failure of Obstacle

 Touching the ground after starting the obstacle

 Failure to ring the bell

 Using the support structures or bracing

 Using your feet on the obstacle



Queen Peggy

Obstacle Instructions

 Utilizing the pegs, navigate laterally access the board, completing 

the obstacle by placing a peg in the farthest most peg hole.

Failure of Obstacle

 Touching the ground after starting the obstacle

 Failure to secure a peg in the farthest most peg hole

 Using the support structures, bracing, or wall

 Using your feet on the obstacle

 Dropping a peg

Additional Notes

 For Elite Athletes this obstacle has a penalty option



Royal Nubbin

Obstacle Instructions

 Utilizing the pegs and rings, navigate laterally access the board, 
completing the obstacle by placing the ring arround the farthest 
most peg.

Failure of Obstacle

 Touching the ground after starting the obstacle

 Failure to secure a ring around the farthest most peg

 Using the support structures, bracing, or wall

 Using your feet on the obstacle

 Dropping a ring

Additional Notes

 For Elite Athletes this obstacle has a penalty option



Royal Spider

Obstacle Instructions

 Climb to the designated “top” of the wall and touch it with your 

hand

Failure of Obstacle

 Touching the ground after starting the obstacle

 Failure to touch the top



Royal Drag

Obstacle Instructions

 Drag the obstacle by moving forward, from starting point to mid 

point and back.

Failure of Obstacle

 Failure to drag the obstacle across the mid point or start point

 Cross bar rises above the belly button (to remain at hips)

 Lifting obstacle off ground

 Bouncing obstacle

 Placing hands on obstacle or supports (may only use cross bar)

 Athlete dragging obstacle backwards or pulling vs. pushing



Royal Flip

Obstacle Instructions

 Lift tire off ground and flip it over causing it to land on its opposite 

side

 Flip obstacle 6 total times

 Woman may use a lighter set of tires when instructed

Failure of Obstacle

 Failure to successfully flip the tire or flip the tire the designated 

number of times

 Using the inside of the tire

 Getting assistance



Royal Spear Throw

Obstacle Instructions

 While standing behind the barricade, throw the spear at the target 

and having it stick

 One attempt may be made

Failure of Obstacle

 Failure to stick the spear into the target

 Having the spear touch the ground when it is at rest

 Making more than one attempt

 Spear may touch the ground on its way to the target but may not 

touch the ground once it is at rest



Royal Bucket Carry

Obstacle Instructions

 Carry the bucket from the starting point across the mid point and 

back across the starting pint

 Women Athletes may be designated a lighter bucket

Failure of Obstacle

 Failure carry the bucket across the mid point and final start point

 Dropping the contents of the bucket (any contents)

 Carrying the bucket on or above your shoulders

 Dragging or rolling the bucket

 Getting assistance



Royal Delivery

Obstacle Instructions

 Carry the pallet from the starting point across the mid point and 

back across the starting pint

 Women Athletes may be designated a lighter object

Failure of Obstacle

 Failure carry the pallet across the mid point and final start point

 Dropping the pallet

 Dragging, flipping, rolling, etc. any forward movement other than by 

carrying

 Getting assistance



Royal Kegger

Obstacle Instructions

 Carry the keg from the starting point across the mid point and back 

across the starting point

 Women Athletes may be designated a lighter object to carry

Failure of Obstacle

 Failure carry the keg across the mid point and final start point

 Dropping or throwing the keg down

 Moving the Keg forward by any means other than carrying it. This 

includes but is not limited to dragging, rolling, sliding, tossing…

 Getting assistance



8-Count Body Builder

 8-Count Body Builder Steps

 Start at standing (hands at sides) 

 drop into squat with hands on ground

 kick feet backward into plank

 Perform a pushup (chest to ground)

 back at plank – jump feet to sides and 

back to center

 tuck knees to chest and back to squat 

position

 stand up straight with hands at sides.


